
Ed Dowd: "Millennial age group, 25 to 44
experienced an 84% increase in excess mortality"
"It’s the worst-ever excess mortality, I think, in history." Can you guess what caused
it? I think I know...

Steve Kirsch

Overview

Someone sent me this article: Edward Dowd on Future Recession, Shocking Findings
in the CDC Covid Data and Democide which describes his appearance on War
Room.

That article says:

“And the money chart is really Chart 4, which shows that the Millennial age
group, 25 to 44 experienced an 84% increase in excess mortality into the fall. It’s
the worst-ever excess mortality, I think, in history.

I called Ed to clarify where he got the chart and then looked for verification of this.

I found the verification.

Then I verified that the deaths couldn’t be explained by the COVID delta variant.

OK, so what caused all the deaths? The only explanation is the vaccine because the
deaths are so massive.

Background plausibility

First, the most important thing is plausibility.

I’ve written extensively about the safety concerns with the COVID vaccines.

Here are five recent data points that are consistent with the vaccines being unsafe:

1. Dr. John Campbell gets red-pilled as he walks his audience through the Pfizer
“safety” data.

2. San Jose police officer, DeJon Packer, 24, passes away (presumably) in his sleep.
Healthy 24-year-olds virtually never die in their sleep. This is the new normal
since the vaccines rolled out. The coroner will find nothing because they never
suspect the vaccine caused it. So they never look for telltale signs. Your doctor
will say that this is bad luck, but way too many people are having bad luck
lately, haven’t you noticed?

3. Strokes are hitting young people like never before.

4. In this video, I interview Ryan Cole on his analysis of clots extracted by
embalmers from people who have died. His conclusion: the clots played a
major role in killing these people and were caused by the vaccine. These clots
are seen in up to 93% of people who die (from all causes).

5. Here’s a conversation I had on WhatsApp with Marc Girardot. He believes that
the vaccine can, in some people, age your arteries by around 50 years in a few
months. This of course would accelerate death. Here’s an excerpt of our
conversation:

Consider this tweet. If the vaccines are so safe, how do you explain this?
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The data justifying Ed’s remarks on the excess deaths

Now let’s go over some of the details of what Ed Dowd found and explain why there
is no other explanation.

1. Ed’s friend (who I know but doesn’t want to be disclosed publicly) spent about
a week analyzing the CDC data. The graph in the article is from the CDC data,
but is plotted by Ed’s friend. He didn’t make anything up.

2. The work was replicated independently (see also the graphs).

3. US mortality graphs show a spike in the same time period (Aug to Oct).

4. These graphs of excess mortality in Europe show things got worse, not better
after the vaccine rollout:

5. The following image (a stacked bar of COVID and other excess deaths) that
was created by MiloMac is hard for anyone to explain because the deaths went
up when the booster/vax mandates were put in place:

Although the greatest contributor to deaths 25-44 is “COVID,” that makes no sense
because the delta wave started in June, 2021 and nothing happened to COVID deaths
during that time. If any virus is going to kill massive numbers of people, it would be
the highly contagious and hard to treat Delta variant. Yet no significant change in
excess deaths from COVID. All the excess deaths peaked in August right after the
mandates.

Summary

If the huge spike in excess deaths starting in August wasn’t due to the vaccine, what
caused it? It couldn’t have been COVID. And why isn’t the CDC saying anything?

Surely, these are great questions that I’d encourage everyone to ask of their blue-
pilled friends. Please, let me know what they say in the comments. We’d all love to
know what caused this.

I’m sure the mainstream medical community knows the cause. I wonder why they
don’t tell us?
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If the financial communities feel that an industry is a growth industry, they will invest in it heavily enough in

years to come to make it a growth industry.

If the financial communities feel that an industry will plateau and become stagnant, they will withhold

essential funds and stunt that industry's growth so that it will indeed plateau and become stagnent.

Covid vaccines and its boosters are a pack of lies, and moreover, some of Wall Street's ace traders and

investors (as with some of us) have been stung by pharmas' hornets.

In addition, formerly large profitable insurance companies and underwriters are taking a bath, selling off

time bomb life and health policies as fast as possible.

And finally, the "cult following" of K. Schwab's diabolically created WEF, are not as dumb as they look -

witness the massive amounts of money they have in effect put behind Schwab , drinking his cool aide.

They will start to distance themselves (the smart ones first, then the majority of WEF subscribers),

realizing they are following a guy worth about 1 million max who tells all the rest: "you will own nothing and

be happy" as he attempted to kill off two billion people in Reset #1 while not disclosing his engineering

plan for what comes next.

Those three events will eventually remove Schwab's power and influence, leaving him to hang in the wind

after he is brought to justice with and within the Constitution, IF Europe does not get to him first.

This is the beginning of the end of Klaus Schwab and each and every die-hard WEF devotee; the majority

are or will be soon headed for the door as the music turns sour and stops, with no seats left. After all is

said and done, WEF subscribers like walking the streets of Europe and if they continue following

Schwab's dogma, walking the quiet quaint streets in Europe and elsewhere incognito (wearing faded

jeans , sunglasses and a loosely hung pastel scarf) will no longer be possible without an armed entourage

of forward and rear team of body guards -- and that's no fun!
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This is from the military database, Up 590% for HIV.

AFTER VACCINATION

During testimony last week, attorney Thomas Renz gave testimony {Direct Rumble Link} on behalf of

whistleblowers inside the military medical system who have access to vaccination data that is withheld

from the public.
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Bhakdi/Burkhardt pathology results show 93% of people who
died after being vaccinated were killed by the vaccine

The vaccine was implicated in 93% of the deaths in the patients they
examined. What's troubling is the coroner didn't implicate the vaccine in any
of…

New studies show that the COVID vaccines damage your
immune system, likely permanently

The vaccines are making it more likely you'll be infected with Omicron 90 days
after you are fully vaccinated. To keep vaccine effectiveness high…

Unprecedented: Deaths in Indiana for ages 18-64 are up 40%

This is huge. Something is killing healthy people at an unprecedented rate. It
isn't COVID. Could it be the "safe and effective" COVID vaccine? I think…
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Menstrual Irregularity +476%

Multiple Sclerosis +487%

Miscarriage +306%

HIV +590%<⸻⸻⸺-[1]

Chest Pain +1,529%

Labored Breathing +905%
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